To share or not to share is the question
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Abstract

Data sharing is increasingly becoming an essential component of clinical practice and biomedical research. The debate has shifted from whether or not to exchange data to how best to achieve optimal sharing. This raises new ethical and legal challenges, particularly with regard to consent and privacy. This article discusses recent developments in the formulation of best practice guidelines for data sharing. Particular attention is focused on the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (GA4GH) draft Framework of Conduct for Data Sharing.
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1. Introduction

As the power of integrating multiple sources of data to progress understanding of human health is becoming increasingly understood, there is a general recognition that the next phase of personalised medicine will see acceleration in data sharing to link genome scans to clinical data.1 In the clinical context, the move to electronic health records and electronically stored data provides opportunities to use and share data to better understand disease and illness, inform treatment choices and patient care and improve health outcomes.2 In the research context, organisations such as the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC)3 and, more recently, the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (GA4GH)4 have embraced policies and plans to proselytise and promote the exchange of clinical data not only amongst Consortium and Alliance members but also more widely in research and clinical care. The overarching aim is to drive the research into the translation phase where the clinical data will be matched with genomic data to inform the development of treatments and medications.

‘Data sharing’ can take many different forms; e.g. patients agreeing to share their genomic and/or clinical data with researchers; researchers sharing their preliminary data with other researchers; biobanks and other holders of specimens and data sharing their resources with researchers in other countries. This paper encompasses all such forms of data sharing, but is particularly focused on larger scale data sharing involving multiple players, across jurisdictions.

The importance of data sharing has become something of a ‘mantra’5 amongst medical and health researchers. This mantra has been fashioned by government initiatives to promote the new knowledge economy.6 As an example in the clinical context, the Strategy for UK Life Sciences states:

8 Corresponding author. Tel.: +61 362267567.
4 http://genomicsandhealth.org/.
6 Academy of Medical Sciences UK (2010), Review of the Regulation and Governance of Medical Research, http://www.acmedsci.ac.uk/.
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There is recognition of the need for a risk/benefit analysis; whilst data sharing is seen as essential to promote the goals of the genome era, care must be taken to minimise the risk of harm from such data sharing. Of its nature, genetic data has some particular characteristics: genetic information is ubiquitous, permanent and unalterable. Even when de-identified, genetic data is always inherently identifiable, and this applies also to person’s whole genome sequence, so special protections are required if such data is to be linked to other sensitive information. As mechanisms for data protection become increasingly sophisticated, risk arises from new strategies to out-flank protections.

Once data is released into the public domain, neither participants nor researchers can control its use, or the possibility of that data being linked to other data sets. The pitfalls for data sharing are many, with privacy, industry–academia divides, distinction between first and third world technological capabilities, and diverse researcher, clinical and institutional practices amongst the regulatory hurdles across national borders. Other challenges include workforce and infrastructure limitations but one of the greatest challenges is overcoming policy issues. Kaye has identified four particular areas for attention:

- The difficulties of acknowledging individual contributions to the generation of data; the way that these policies change the responsibilities towards participants; the implications that this has for maintaining public trust; and the new mechanisms that have been developed for oversight of access to data.

A key issue in this context is the level of informed consent for data sharing. Potentially there are a range of models – at one extreme – no consent or notice, or notice only, or ‘opt-out’ rights or ‘opt in’ rights or other forms of express consent. Because of the scale of genomic data and very nature of biobanks as platforms for research undertaken over a period of time, there has been considerable support for a ‘broad consent’ model whereby participants give agreement to the use of their samples and information, in a de-identified form, for future as yet unspecified research, subject to normal ethics committee review and this approach is endorsed in a number of jurisdictions.

The development of data sharing policies and practices will require the development of standards. This article examines how far an international code or framework of ethics may contribute to changing attitudes and practices towards more responsible and secure sharing of research and clinical data.

2. Background to data sharing

There has been major expansion of globalisation of research in the ‘Genome Era’. This has prompted a range of international organisations to enter the arena of international ethics standard setting. Examples are UNESCO (and their trilogy of Declarations on the Human Genome and Human Rights, 1997; Human Genetic Data 2005; and Bioethics and Human Rights 2005) and the OECD (particularly their Report on Creation and Governance of Human Genetic Research Databases, in 2007 and their Guidelines on Human Biobanks and Genetic Research Databases 2009). Similarly, there has been a great deal of progress by national organisations in the development of governance frameworks for biorepositories, which are seen as essential resources for global genomic research. As examples, the National Cancer Institute of the National Institutes of Health provided guidance on biobanks in 2006; also did the international Human Genome Organisation in their Human Genomic Databases Report in 2002.

From the 1996 Human Genome Project Bermuda Declaration onwards, researchers themselves have also embraced the data sharing movement. There is a realisation by researchers of the power of shared data. This can, however, represent a tension with university policies focusing on protection of intellectual property rights, engagement with industry and formalisation of exchanges of materials. Despite this, it is widely understood that genomic research is a

some commentators, however, who contest that this can ever be an effective consent.

Kaye has promoted technologically aided ‘dynamic consent’ as part of a more sophisticated genomic data management system: i.e. ‘a personalised, digital interface that connects researchers and participants,’ facilitating ‘two-way communication to stimulate a more engaged and informed…participant population where individuals can tailor and manage their own consent and preference.’ There is continuing debate about optimal consent models for biobanks and large data sharing platforms; for the purposes of this paper, as a minimum, broad consent should be obtained from participants to future genomic research and for data sharing, as a precondition for data sharing.

There is increasing support for a period of time, there has been considerable support for a model of sharing. Potentially there are a range of models
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worldwide endeavour that requires the cooperation of researchers working together between nations. However, the laws and guidelines that govern such exchanges, including any subsequent use, differ between countries, reflecting the cultural diversity that exists between them. This presents a challenge, as there is no current international agreement between nations at a high level that governs such exchange, and national ethical guidelines are often developed without considering the need for international harmonisation (with the exception of EU member states).

The exchange of biological materials provides a useful reference point. One of the features of the early stages of this biotechnology revolution in the 1980s and 1990s was an increase in collaborations between academia and industry, usually accompanied by transfer of intellectual property rights and essential biological research materials. Traditionally, these were freely shared and exchanged between researchers, frequently without any type of legal documentation.25 The 1980s saw increasing engagement of universities with industry and the development of national biotechnology strategies aimed at commercialising research, coinciding with a move away from this scientific norm of free and open sharing. University policies for engagement with industry began to be directed towards protection of intellectual property rights and their transfer to industry through assignment, licensing and the creation of spin out companies. This university and industry engagement saw the emergence of specialist technology transfer offices.26

There are great expectations that research in the “Genome Era”27 will lead to the development of innovative products and processes in human healthcare, agriculture, the environment and industry. Government policy in many developed nations, expressly supports this research direction. Although the impetus to secure intellectual property rights remains strong, raw research data are increasingly shared amongst researchers and uploaded on open access sites to maximise their availability to other interested research groups.28 Leading research funders, such as the United States National Institutes of Health (NIH) Policy for Sharing of Data Obtained in NIH Supported or Conducted Genome-Wide Association Studies have led initiatives to promote the sharing of data by requiring that datasets remain available to all investigators, unencumbered by intellectual property claims.29 Similarly, many public foundations such as the Welcome Trust and other signatories to the Full Joint Statement by Funders of Health Research30 have joined these initiatives to promote the sharing of data generated in research activities by publication of open access sites.

This modern open access culture, often referred to as the ‘research commons’ aims to increase the volume and quality of research using existing and new datasets.31

3. How to regulate sharing?

If the question on sharing data is more and more receiving an affirmative answer, because it is seen as an ethical and scientific imperative, regulation will need to be reviewed and tested for ethical and legal ‘fitness-for-purpose’. In addition, the amount of data and the frequency of access will expand exponentially, making this testing for ethical and legal ‘fitness-for-purpose’ essential. In this regard, three organisations have taken leadership in promoting and developing data sharing principles in the specific context of collaborative international genomics research.32 These organisations, together with the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (GA4GH) have prepared a set of guiding principles in a preliminary international data sharing Framework of Conduct for Data Sharing. The Framework is a preliminary set of standards for ethical and legal ‘fitness-for-purpose’ in data sharing and a focus to promote and maintain ongoing international discussion.33

The challenges of responsible ethical and legal data exchange have clear parallels with the development of regulatory frameworks for biobanks. Challenges to traditional notions of individual consent, privacy and public trust were acknowledged,34 and were particularly pertinent to large-scale population biobanks involving long-term tissue and data storage; multiple research projects, often involving different research teams in different countries; and research projects which were not clearly defined when the biobank was created. The establishment of these large-scale biobanks around the world led to the development of policy statements by the OECD,35 practical guidelines from funders, such as the US NCI36 and professional societies, such as ISBER37 and much academic commentary debating the nature, form and content of the instruments needed to regulate this activity. In addition, some biobanks, like the UK Biobank, developed their own ethics and governance frameworks.38 Large-scale data sharing initiatives and related issues of ‘big data’ can be seen from this perspective. The effort of the GA4GH in its preliminary international Framework of Conduct for Data Sharing is a major direction-setting initiative towards the development of responsible ethical and legal standards by the research community. The Framework incorporates four Foundational Principles for Responsible Data Sharing [Respect Individuals, Families and Communities; Advance Research and Scientific Knowledge; Promote Health, Wellbeing and the Fair Distribution of Benefits; and, Foster Trust, Integrity and Reciprocity] and ten Core Elements for Responsible Data Sharing (Transparency; Accountability; Engagement; Data Security and Quality; Privacy, Data Protection and Confidentiality; Risk–Benefit Analysis; Recognition and Attribution; Sustainability; Education and Training; and, Accessibility and Dissemination). These are standards and do not provide a single

30 Karunakara U (2013).
32 The international Public Population Project in Genomics (iP3G), an international consortium of large-scale genetic epidemiological studies and biobanks; the European Network for Genetic and Genomic Epidemiology (ENGAGE), a research project to translate data from large-scale epidemiological research initiatives into relevant clinical information; and the Centre for Health, Law and Emerging Technologies (HeLEX).
33 This idea was promoted and adopted by the GA4GH from the article by Knoppers BM et al (2011), ‘Towards a Data Sharing Code of Conduct for International Genomic Research’, Genome Medicine 3:46–49. The “Code” was replaced in version 7 with “Framework”.
one-size-fits-all model, but must recognise research, cultural, regulatory, and healthcare differences between countries.

4. Conclusions

If data sharing is no longer a question but a goal to be facilitated, without compromising proper ethical standards, there is a need to review the current data sharing practices to see whether any of the pitfalls identified in the literature are in fact blocking sharing. As noted, the potential pitfalls to data sharing are many and include differences in more protective cultural approaches to clinical care records and data. The GA4GH Framework of Conduct for Data Sharing will, hopefully be a touchstone for developing and accelerating responsible data sharing. Before increased regulation is proposed a study of the actual legal blockages should be undertaken. There is a possibility, if not likelihood, that blockages are, in many instances, more of a practical and cultural nature. On a practical level, ethical approval of research should probably now include a standard reference to data sharing, with institutions endorsing the GA4GH Framework of Conduct for Data Sharing. In the genome age of globalised research and electronic data linkage, consent remains important but there must be a focus on the ‘governance’ approaches to the administration, management, custodianship, access to data and monitoring of research, particularly large-scale multi-centre international projects. The ethical ‘health’ of data sharing practices and systems is highly dependent on researchers’ primary responsibilities under the national codes of research practice, the second tier of review of research projects system and also, importantly, on the integrity of the researchers themselves.39 Success can only be achieved through the power of collaborative action with a shared mission. The GA4GH Framework for Conduct for data sharing potentially has an important role to play in galvanising this effort.
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